Bigfoot Movies and Bigfoot Decal Specials
At The Bigfoot Products Store
Bigfoot products store announces free new Bigfoot decals with Bigfoot Movies
purchase.

Bigfoot Project Investments Inc. (BGFT) to be featured on the
"New to the Street" Stock News Show
Airing on ION News March 20th at 7:00 AM Eastern Time
Bigfoot Project Investments, Inc.
Publicly Traded Stock Symbol: BGFT
Get the latest BGFT Stock Quote
See Investors Information Page

REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES – March 4, 2017
See News at PRBuzz
Bigfoot Project Investments Inc is proud to be the only public company with
research teams in the field at least nine months every year. We look forward to being
featured on the Fox Business News show "New To The Street"
which has recently been accepted by NASDAQ and Bloomberg
which will also be publish our New To The Street segment.
The "New To The Street" Show will be broadcast on
ION TV March 20th 7:00 AM eastern time.

The Searching For Bigfoot expedition team is out in the field once more finding and reporting
happenings in the migratory path of these elusive creatures. See updates, images and videos
on the expedition page:
http://www.searchingforbigfoot.com/bigfoot-winter-2017.html
In addition reports, updates, analysis, eyewitness interviews and Team reports from the field
can be heard on the Bigfoot Live Show podcast Wednesday nights 7 PM to 8 PM Pacific Time.
Listen live and show replay links can be heard on the Bigfoot Live Show page:
http://www.searchingforbigfoot.com/bigfoot-show.html
Two of the videos on the expedition can be seen at
Red River Texas Bigfoot Sighting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G07SI9Q7PFg
and
2017 New Bigfoot Sightings in Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bAqY0dXXI4M
Bigfoot Project Investments (Stock symbol: BGFT) announces new Bigfoot products from the
Official Bigfoot Merchandise store. A new collection of Bigfoot sticker decals is now available.
As part of the company’s introductory spring special a free Bigfoot decal will be given away
with any Bigfoot movie DVD purchase. All 3 Bigfoot decal stickers, the full Bigfoot decal
collection, will be given away with any Bigfoot movie DVD Package Set purchase.
Explore the Official Bigfoot Product Merchandise Store for T-shirts, belt buckles, hats, ski caps,
mugs and welcome mats. Get The Best Deals on Bigfoot Movies. All Bigfoot movies and
products available can be seen and purchased at the Bigfoot store:
http://www.searchingforbigfoot.com/bigfoot-products.html

The new Bigfoot sightings and encounters activity investigation Winter 2017 expedition by
Bigfoot Project Investments, Inc. Searching For Bigfoot Live Capture Team is underway. The
Team is currently investigating eye witness reports of new Bigfoot sightings and encounters
activity in the US.
New Bigfoot sightings and encounters in Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas have already been
covered.
All are invited to follow the expedition and analyze the findings. Expedition updates, links to
photos, videos, Twitter page and Facebook (including Facebook Live Videos) feeds from the
field along with more information on the Search Team can be seen on the Winter 2017
expedition page:
http://www.searchingforbigfoot.com/bigfoot-winter-2017.html
In addition reports, updates, analysis, eyewitness interviews and Team reports from the field
can be heard on the Bigfoot Live Show podcast Wednesday nights 7 PM to 8 PM Pacific Time.
Listen live and show replay links can be heard on the website’s show page.
About The Searching For Bigfoot Live Capture Team
To prove that Bigfoot exists the Searching For Bigfoot Live Capture Team expeditions cover
Bigfoot hotspots across the USA. The team travels to locations where sightings and
encounters activity have been reported. They interview the eyewitnesses, go to the sightings
locations, track, gather evidence, conduct night time (peak Bigfoot traveling and food gathering
activity times) stake outs, set up motion sensor cameras, search for and investigate evidence.
The Team often goes into deep wilderness areas to explore activity reports.
These expeditions have produced extensive hours of raw footage which the company plans to
use for video, show and movie development. Negotiations have been initiated with 3D Movie
production companies to produce Bigfoot 3D movies. Established production companies with
affiliated networks are also being sought to work on a new reality based Bigfoot Hunt show.

Bigfoot Movies and Videos
Own The Classic Bigfoot Movies and Videos
About Bigfoot Projects Investments, Inc.
Bigfoot Project Investments mission is to create exciting and interesting proprietary investment
projects and entertainment properties surrounding the mythology, research, and potential
capture of the creature known as Bigfoot.
The Company performs research in determining the existence of an elusive creature
commonly called Bigfoot. Bigfoot Project Investments plans to establish itself as the most
reliable and dependable source for materials including documentaries, physical evidence, and
eye witness accounts for the purpose of documenting the evidence of the existence of Bigfoot.
Bigfoot Projects Investments, Inc. is a public company trading under the ticker symbol BGFT.
Links to stock quotes, SEC filings and corporate news can be found on the corporate investors
information page at:
http://www.searchingforbigfoot.com/bigfoot-investors.html
For more information contact:
Tom Biscardi
Bigfoot Project Investments Inc.
570 El Camino Real, # 150
Redwood City, California USA 94063

e-mail: tom@searchingforbigfoot.com
(606) 620-6667 or (415) 518-8494

Forward-Looking Statements:
This press release may include "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities
Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. In addition to
statements which explicitly describe such risks and uncertainties, readers are urged to consider statements
labeled with the terms "believes", "belief", "expects", "intends", "anticipates", "will", or "plans" to be uncertain
and forward looking. The forward-looking statements contained herein are also subject generally to other risks
and uncertainties that are described from time to time in the Company's reports and registration statements
filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission

